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Dear Dave,
Thanks to the efforts of you and your team during the two DWOP and the involvement of your ‘Wellsite Advisor’
team offshore, we have seen vast improvements in timings during the second well of the Ensco 92 drilling
campaign.
We initially hired your team to provide ‘boots on deck’ support to the Ensco 92 team, due to concerns about
crew turn-over and competence that coincided with the start-up here in Dutch waters. During the first well, we
quickly found that your team were able to ‘keep us out of trouble’ and gain the respect of the wellsite personnel
including Ensco.
For the second well, rp2 facilitated an improvement-DWOP, where the focus was on efficiency improvements and
lessons learnt.
The rig has now been released and your team, Billy Meldrum and Mark Guthrie, did a great job to coach the
Ensco 92 workforce (Ensco and Service Companies; our business partners) towards improved performance.
The days saved on this second well alone were 10 days (2.4 million Euros) excluding contingency. If you include
contingency, it was some 20 days and (4.8 million Euros approximately). Both cases excellent results!
I attach the Time vs Depth and Cost vs. Depth curves for your confidential viewing.
ONE has not had an LTI in their operations since 2008 and this campaign continued the good HSE trend.
I can recommend both Billy and Mark to any other customer, and would be more than happy to see both back in
my operation in the future.
Not long after your team started, I sent you an email to say how happy I was that I had met you and your
company, and I am glad to say that view is unchanged.
I hope that both companies can work together again in the future
Kind regard,s,
Oranje-’

rgie B.V.

Joan H
Drilling
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